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More Is More: Gamma Upsilon Continues
Expansion, Leadership Trends
Sean DonCarlos ’03, GUAC Chapter Advisor (618.977.3244 or sdoncarlos@gmail.com)
As the chapter adviser, it is my duty and privilege to observe the progress of the chapter and
to offer guidance and counsel in its affairs as needed or as requested by the chapter itself.
I am pleased to share with you the substantial amount of progress I've been able to observe
this past academic year:

Sean DonCarlos ’03

Recruitment: The chapter continues to grow from its low point of six members in 2004.
In fact, Gamma Upsilon is now the largest it has been since the mid-1990s, with 52 members. This was due
largely in part to a Fall 2010 new member class of 19 men, again the largest new member class in over 15 years.
Spring 2011 brought three new members, but unfortunately none of these men were found eligible for Initiation.
The chapter is not discouraged and is actively planning for the Fall 2011 recruitment season and beyond via both
formal and informal methods.
Scholarship: Gamma Upsilon continues to pursue its academic obligations with vigor. It achieved a 3.03 GPA for
the Fall 2010 semester, reflecting a solid performance from nearly all of the 50+ Initiates.
Leadership: Theta Chi at Bradley now has more of its members installed in leadership positions than at any time
in recent memory, with three members on the Interfraternity Council (including its presidency) and two of the
four executive officers of the Student Senate. More specifically:
• Student Senate Secretary: Kyle Mathers
• Interfraternity Council President: Ken Dickenscheidt
• Student Senate Treasurer: Jeff Baumgartner
• Interfraternity Council Treasurer: Sam Ulloa
• Interfraternity Council Member Education: Jeff Baumgartner
In at least two cases (Kyle and Jeff), these men either previously or concurrently held the corresponding office in
Gamma Upsilon, demonstrating that the lessons members learn from operating the chapter are serving them well
in the greater Bradley University community.
We also have members serving as New Student Orientation Aides for the upcoming summer freshmen orientations.
While outright recruitment is forbidden at these events, the opportunities they provide for our members to meet
incoming freshmen and develop friendships grants the chapter a significant recruitment advantage in the fall.
Philanthropy: The chapter again held its signature philanthropic event, Queen of Hearts, this spring to benefit
the American Heart Association. Queen of Hearts is a week-long event where representatives from the various
sororities compete in various events and fundraising for the title of “Queen of Hearts.” Events included a chili
cook-off, a swimming event at the Markin Recreational Complex, and the perennial talent pageant. Over $1,400
was raised this year; an exact figure is not yet known at this time due to an issue with one of the sponsors.
Of course, the chapter participated in several other philanthropic endeavors as well: the Relay for Life (another
$500 was raised for this event), a Peoria community beautification project, the various philanthropies held by
other fraternities and sororities, and individual service to soup kitchens and similar volunteer opportunities.
If anyone has any questions regarding any of the topics above or about the chapter in general, please feel free to
contact me.
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Alumni Obligations: Theta Chi for Life!
By Bob Carroll ’88, GUAC President (708.720.2397 or woocarroll@aol.com)
Theta Chi Fraternity is, more than anything else, an alumni organization. Of the
150,000 men who are presently members of Theta Chi around the world, only 5% are
members of an undergraduate chapter on a college campus. The rest of us are technically
members-at-large and can choose to be members of a regional alumni chapter, such as the
Greater Chicago Alumni Chapter, or alumni associations for individual chapters, such as the
Beta Rho Alumni Association (Illinois Wesleyan University). We can also serve as members
Bob Carroll ’88
of local alumni housing corporations and recognized chapter advisory boards. Unfortunately,
for the 95% of us who are alumni, only 5% are involved in one of the above methods; 95% of our Brotherhood
is uninvolved to the point where it would be hard for them to say “I am a Theta Chi” with strength, purpose,
and conviction.
With this is mind, probably the most frequently asked question I receive from other alumni brothers where — or
whenever I encounter them — is a version of the following: “What does the Fraternity want with me (or expect
from me)?” To this I must respectfully answer with another question: “Given the demands on your limited
resources (Time, talent, and treasure), what can do you for us in as little as five hours each year?”
The first is to attend one alumni event each year. For men who joined a social Fraternity to meet other people,
this should be easy. There are numerous Theta Chi events in almost every major city in the country each year,
most organized by the above mentioned alumni chapters for the alumni brothers who live within that region.
For example, the Greater Chicago Alumni Chapter holds two major events each year: the Founders’ Day Dinner
in April (a staple for most every alumni chapter) and a Christmas Party in December. Attending either one would
be a great way to meet brothers from other chapters in your community and maybe even your field or occupation.
There are also events organized by alumni associations, such as the Gamma Upsilon Alumni Corporation’s
Summer Family Picnic on the first Saturday of each August and the Golden Guard Luncheon in Peoria each
October. Not to mention the events often done in conjunction with host colleges and universities, such as
Homecoming each October at Bradley. Finally, there are events organized by the Fraternity itself, such as National
Conventions every other July, the National Ski Outing each February, the National Golf Outing each April, and
alumni receptions that follow every meeting of the Grand Chapter. In short, in a Fraternity built around
introducing people to each other, either for professional networking or personal friendships, there are no
shortages of opportunities. Attending one such event each year is clearly possible for any brother reading this
article. Attending a party at a fellow alumnus brother’s house with other alumni brothers present does not count:
you do not get the chance to meet different brothers from those you already know.
The second is to stay informed about the state of the Fraternity. This information can be found through a
variety of sources. One is by attending the above official events. A second is by reading this newsletter. A third
is by visiting the Fraternal website (www.thetachi.org) or joining one or more of the various Facebook groups
(Theta Chi Fraternity, Theta Chi Gamma Upsilon Alumni, Theta Chi @ Bradley University, etc.). The Facebook
groups offer the possibility of reconnecting with alumni brothers you have not spoken with in a long while.
All of these sources provide plenty of information as to “what is the Fraternity doing now, what are its present
initiatives and policies, and why it is more relevant in the present than ever before.”
The third is to contribute something back to the Fraternity each year. This contribution could take many forms.
It could be your time, by sitting on the Board of Directors of the alumni corporation or volunteering as a chapter
advisor, or it could be your talent, by performing a professional service for the Fraternity, such as an attorney
submitting our annual report or an accountant handling our 990 tax forms. It could also be your treasure, by
donating financially to the alumni corporation itself or to the Foundation Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity for
those wanting or needing a 501(c)(3) charitable deduction. The Fraternity, on any level, is not looking for a major,
extravagant gift each year, but would gladly accept a simple $100 token of your respect for this organization and
acknowledgement of the skills it taught you, the friendships it provided you, and the good times it allowed you.
Brother, if you, personally, will not support us and our mission, then who will? And if not now, then when?
Show you brothers and yourself and you are a man of your word and that when you took an Oath to support this
Brotherhood as a lifetime member, you said what you meant and meant what you said.
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2010 Golden Guard Luncheon:
Getting Better Each Year!
By Bob Carroll ’88, GUAC President (708.720.2397 or woocarroll@aol.com)
The eighth annual luncheon, was held at the usual location, Lariat Steakhouse for a fifth consecutive year.
This year, the event, which is always the Friday of Homecoming weekend, fell on the third Friday of October
rather than the first. This did not seem to deter attendance, as another good crowd was part of the festivities.
Despite the absence of Brother John Johnson ’53, the founder of this annual event, everyone was in good
spirits. Present that afternoon were Margaret and Dennis Bush’56, Tanya and Bob Duchild ’61, Dick Gillett ’56,
Bill Griffith ’59, Lynn Gundersen ’57, Bill Haynes ’60, Judy and Roger Hill ’59, Willis Hunziker ’53,
Juanita and Hammy Jones ’51, Mary and Don Kissock ’60, Bill Kohler ’58, Ron McGauvran ’55,
Trisha and Doug Mullikin ’62, Dick Rieckhoff ’54, Betty and Ron Roberts ’54, Daryl Steele ’60,
Jan and Mike Unruh ’57, Roberta and Carl Woerner ’56, and Marcia and Budd Wilkening ’52. Also present
were alumni corporation president Bob Carroll ’88, chapter advisory board chairman Sean DonCarlos ’03,
and special guests Randy Jacobs ’66 and Sally Erikson Lewis ’57. Sean and I provided a brief update as to the
status the chapter, alumni corporation, and chapter advisory board. Most of the time, however, was spent talking
to alumni or listening to alumni talking to other alumni, asking questions about brothers not present or missing
for several years and providing each other updates as to what everyone was doing now.
The warm, sunny afternoon was filled with the usual, but unforgettable, stories of past Homecomings; of lawn
and house decoration contests and parade float creation contests; of dreamgirls past and present. In the midst
of all this revelry, three brothers received their Golden Guard certificates as first time attendees: Bob Duchild;
Bill Haynes; and Doug Mullikin.
The success of this year’s event was due to its organization and management by two members of the Golden
Guard: Dick Gillet (309.657.1945) and Mike Unruh (217.877.2806 or golfguy@comcast.net). Please contact
them if you have questions or want to provide input on next year’s event, which they are already busily preparing.
The 9th Annual Golden Guard Luncheon is already on the calendar for the Lariat Steakhouse once again for
Friday, October 14, 2011; the Friday of Homecoming weekend.
Bob Duchild (314.330.7319 or bduchild@charter.net) is also organizing a reunion of the men from the
Class of 1961 for this upcoming event, so if you remember Bob, please reach him if he has not already contacted
you about this event.

Mark Your Calendars For The Picnic!
Bob Carroll ’99

11th Annual Theta Chi/Gamma Upsilon Summer Family Picnic
Saturday, August 6, 2011
Noon until dusk!
Busse Woods Forest Preserve—Grove #24
Elk Grove Village, IL
RSVP is not required, but is encouraged to help us estimate the supplies necessary for this afternoon of fun
and games. Call or email Ken Lombard ’99 (630.362.1500 or buoxalumni@gmail.com) to let us know you’re
coming. Your fee ($15) covers all your expenses: food (from chef Mike Scheve ’02); beer (a choice homebrew by
our own brewmaster Larry Santello ’00); non-alcoholic drinks; and fun and games! Guests ($15), in the form
of family and friends, are welcome; this year we will have an inflatable bounce house especially for the children
under age ten ($5), with games and activities for older children. The more the merrier!
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Advisers Wanted: Chapter Advisory Board
Positions Still Available
Sean DonCarlos ’03, GUAC Chapter Advisor (618.977.3244 or sdoncarlos@gmail.com)
In October 2008, the Gamma Upsilon Alumni Corporation (GUAC) voted to approve the formation of a Gamma
Upsilon Chapter Advisory Board (CAB) to oversee the day-to-day advising needs of the chapter. GUAC did this to
free itself to focus on housing, fundraising, and alumni outreach; to improve communications between alumni and the
undergraduate chapter; and to provide another opportunity for alumni to give back to the Fraternity at a local level,
especially for those alumni who for whatever reason were not eligible or not interested in service on the GUAC itself.
Almost three years later, the CAB is fulfilling its mission to provide guidance and counsel to the undergraduate
chapter, but with only five members, who are: Sean M. DonCarlos, ’03 — chairman, Ritual & standards adviser;
Mark Beyer, ’04 — assistant chairman, new member education adviser; Chris Virgin, ’03 — risk management
adviser; Mitch Frondal, ’07 — financial adviser; Ben Blomberg, ’09 — recruitment adviser.
While this has worked out so far, there are still several holes in our advising of the chapter. We’d like to see more
brothers step up to the plate and help guide the chapter. We’re especially looking for help advising on scholarship,
philanthropy, chapter operations, and public relations, but we’re open to suggestions for other areas (and additional
help in areas already covered) as well.
Ideally, each adviser would come from a background corresponding to his role, but we understand this is not always
possible. We are more concerned with finding advisers who enjoy working with the undergraduate chapter and its
members, and who can build a relationship of trust and communication with their undergraduate counterparts.
There is not a set program or format to follow as an adviser. While frequent communication is of course
encouraged — the extensive collaboration between the undergraduate recruitment chairman and the recruitment
adviser in 2010 had a large role in landing that fall’s 19-man new member class — each adviser and his undergraduate
counterpart work together to find a system that meets the needs and time/resource commitments of both.
If you or a brother you know might be interested in serving on the CAB and/or would like more information,
please contact me at 618.977.3244 or sdoncarlos@gmail.com.

Chapter House Updates
Mike Scheve ’02
As has been customary the past few years, the alumni corporation continues to invest in
capital projects at the chapter house. Last year we finally cut the contract with the laundry
machine company and told them to pick up their machines. The chapter brothers have been
very appreciative of the two new washing machines and the double stack dryer that was
installed in the boiler room. With the added capacity of the chapter house and more guys
living there, this was a need that had to be filled.

Mike Scheve ‘02

We’ve also had to learn the hard way that the exhaust fan in the shower was insufficient for
the added guys living there. The existing fan wasn’t able to keep up with the added people showering, and this
resulted in a slow and gradual buildup of mold and mildew. Earlier this year we had a mold remediation service
come in to clean the bathroom and coat different surfaces with mold resistant coatings. We also contracted
with our HVAC company to increase the size and capacity of the exhaust fan. Special thanks to Ryan Davis ’01,
who helped us contract with his company for the mold remediation services.
As we approach the state’s January 1, 2013 deadline to install sprinkler systems in the fraternity house, the
alumni corporation is working diligently to quote out the system and get it installed. In the last couple weeks
the University came to us with a proposition to finance the entire project through them, as long as we use their
contractor. As we still work through the details of this proposition, we do know that between this summer and
next that our house will be outfitted with a sprinkler system to be compliant with the approaching deadline.
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Alumni / Homecoming
2011 Theta Chi Alumni Weekend
Bradley University Homecoming Schedule
(www.bradley.edu/alumni)

Theta Chi Events in Bold

Friday, October 14
Founder’s Day Convocation

10:00 am

Dingledine Center

Founder’s Day Luncheon

11:00 am

Michel Student Center

Theta Chi Golden Guard Luncheon
Honoring the Initiates of ’61 (and earlier)
and the Class of ’61

12:00 noon

Lariat Steakhouse
2232 W. Glen Avenue (309.691.4731)

Order from limited menu; pay individual checks To reserve your seat; please contact either:
Dick Gillet (309.657.1945) or Mike Unruh (217.877.2806 or golfguyone@comcast.net)

Bonfire

7:30 pm

Meinen Field

Dessert Reception

8:00 pm

Michel Student Center

Meet President Glasser

10:00 am

Michel Student Center

Hayden-Clark Alumni Center Dedication and
Open House

11:00 am

Hayden-Clark Alumni Center

Saturday, October 15

Bradley University Class of ’61 Reunion Luncheon 12:00 noon

Michael Student Center

Gamma Upsilon Alumni Corp Annual Meeting

3:00 pm

Chapter House

Soccer Game

5:00 pm

Shea Stadium

Greek Reunion Reception

6:30 pm

Hayden-Clark Alumni Center

Concert

9:00 pm

Renaissance Center

(Bob Carroll at 708.720.2397 or woocarroll@aol.com)

Sunday, October 16
Alumni and Parents Brunch

Make sure to look for the Theta Chi table(s)!

10:00 am

Gamma Upsilon Chapter Advisory Board Meeting 12:00 noon

Hayden-Clark Alumni Center
Chapter House

(Bob Carroll at 708.720.2397 or woocarroll@aol.com)

For Bradley Events, please contact the Alumni Center at 800.952.8258 or dana@bradley.edu.
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Annual Campaign in Progress for 2011
By Karl Kulhanek ’91, GUAC Vice-President (773.447.1924 or kkulhanek@comcast.net)
With spring now here and the promise of warmer temperatures in the future, I hope this letter finds you and yours
doing well. I’m your Vice President and Annual Campaign Chairman and wanted to take this time to update you
on recent developments of the undergraduate chapter, as well as to ask for your assistance.
After several lean years, the chapter continues to grow. Aggressive recruitment has continued to produce quality
men that uphold the standards of our Brotherhood. The rack room has been remodeled and transformed into the
West End; the completion of this project returns house capacity up to 24. Pictures of the improvements can be
viewed at the chapter website (www.buox.org) and the Facebook page (Theta Chi@Bradley).
As any previous resident of 1308 W. Fredonia can attest to, living in the Fraternity house is one of the highlights
of undergraduate chapter life. The bonds that were formed from living with so many varied and exciting
personalities — teamwork and leadership required to maintain our high level of excellence, all the memorable,
daily activities that are forever forged in our memories — are what makes Theta Chi life so great.
In order to ensure future brothers experience the same thrills, excitement, challenges, and rewards as we did,
a significant change needs to be made to the chapter house: the installation of an indoor sprinkler system,
as mandated by the State of Illinois, scheduled for two stages, the first this summer and the second in 2012.
GUAC requests The Helping Hand of our alumni rise up once again to support our heritage and legacy.
We are asking each alumnus brother to donate what he is able toward the sprinkler project by signing up for
the Gamma Upsilon Annual Campaign. By joining 35 alumni brothers already committed for this campaign,
you will be supporting the longer term capital needs of the fraternity. A donation on your part will go a long way
in allowing our growing group of young men the same opportunities as we had. The Campaign Form is found
within this issue of The Manifesto. Please make your check payable to Gamma Upsilon Alumni Corporation and
return the forms to my attention. GUAC and the undergraduate chapter truly appreciate your commitment to the
fraternity. If you have any questions and/or concerns, please do not hesitate to send me an email or give me a call.

Gamma Upsilon Current 2011 Donors
Dru Neikirk ’88

Capital Campaign
Dick Sterling ’58 Roger Koeler ’70

Annual Campaign
J. A. Bennett ’69 Mark Bauer ’67 Bob Duchild ’61
Eric Kauke ’98 Bud Forest ’60 Roger Hill ’59 Ham Jones ’51
Mike Mueller ’70 Jeff Nelson ’88 Mike O’Neill ’82
Orv Pellieter ’54 Dave Tauer ’61 Merrill York ’68 Dwain Weese ’61
Keith Alm ’65 Scott Dolven ’70 John Lynch ’86
Chris White ’97 Geoff Dixon ’95 Arno Wehr ’63
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Gamma Upsilon Annual Campaign
Enters Second Five-Year Phase in 2010
By Bob Carroll ’88, GUAC President (708.720.2397 or woocarroll@aol.com) and
Karl Kulhanek ’91, GUAC Vice-President (773.447.1924 or kkulhanek@comcast.net)
In 2010, the Gamma Upsilon Annual Campaign entered its second five-year phase. With the
books now closed on that fiscal year, we are able to compare it to the first five years.
Karl Kulhanek ’91
The good news is that 2010 marked our third best year to date and the third time we have
exceeded $9,000 in donations. The bad news (as of 12/31/2010)
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
is that we had our least number of contributors
Total contributions
$2,150
$5,100
$9,730
$8,535
$9,150
$9,025
since the inception year of our campaign in
Actual change
—
+$2,950
+$4,630
–$1,195
+$ 615
–$ 125
2005. Were it not for a significant contribution
Percent change
—
137.0%
90.8%
–20.2%
7.2%
–1.37%
18
32
31
27
37
25
from Dru Neikirk ’88 that amounted to over Total contributors
Actual change
—
+14
–1
–4
+10
–12
55% of our total donations, 2010 would not
Percent change
—
77.7%
–0.3%
–10.8%
37.0%
–32.4%
have been able to edge out even 2006. This
2005–2009
2010
reliance on a few of our brothers for big ticket (as of 12/31/2010)
Mean
contributions
$6,993
$9,025
gifts to enable us to achieve our goals cannot
Actual change
—
+$2,092
be continued. We need other brothers to step
Percent change
—
30.2%
up and make a difference in 2011, especially
Mean contributors
29
25
Actual change
—
–4
those who have pledged themselves to being
Percent change
—
–13.8%
ongoing givers to this annual campaign.

Our 2011 appeal is included on the back page of The Manifesto. We sincerely hope you will take a moment to
consider what assistance you are able to provide us this year and in the future. We understand that 2010 was a
rough year financially for many of our alumni brothers, but we also understand that assistance in times like these
truly demonstrates to everyone your commitment to Theta Chi and the seriousness with which you take The
Helping Hand.
continued next page

Gamma Upsilon Lifetime Donation Clubs
(from January 1, 2005 to Decemebr 31, 2010)

Platinum Level ($10,000 or more)
Dru Neikirk ’88
Gold Level ($5,000-$9,999)
Jerry Smith ’54

Silver Level ($2,500-$4,999)
Sean DonCarlos ’03

Bronze Level ($1,000-$2,499)
Carl Birkelbach ’62 Bob Carroll ’88 Geoff Dixon ’95 Tom Howard ’05
Paul Moore ’62 Randy Moulton ’92 Dick Sterling ’58 Arno Wehr ’63

Gamma Upsilon Annual Campaign Donors for 2010
Platinum Level ($1,000+)
Dru Neikirk ’88
Bob Carroll ’88
Roger Koehler ’70

Gold Level ($500-$999)
Randy Moulton ’92 Dick Sterling ’58

Silver Level ($200-$499)
Ron McGauvran ’55 Dwain Weese ’61

Arno Wehr ’63

Bronze Level ($100-$199)
Keith Bane ’62 J. A. Bennett ’69 Roger Hill ’59 Ken Hollmann ’54 Ham Jones ’51
Bill Kauke ’92 Jim Knuth Mike Mueller ’70 Jeff Nelson ’88 Mike O’Neill ’82 Orv Pellieter ’54
Les Podgorny ’54 Mike Scheve ’02 Dave Tauer ’61 Pete Whiteside ’62 Merrill York ’68
All Other Donors
John Kemp
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Peoria, IL 61606

THETA CHI FRATERNITY

We would like to close by recognizing all brothers who contributed to our campaign in 2010 and those brothers
who contributed a total of $1,000 or more since 2005. We thank you again for your continued support; without
your assistance, the significant growth and development of our chapter over the past six years would not have
been possible.

Please complete and return this form to update our records, even if you choose not to participate.

THETA CHI/GAMMA UPSILON CHAPTER ANNUAL CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
Name
Initiation Year
Address

Please indicate one of the following:
Standard Annual Gift ($2,500)
($100 over 25 years)

Graduation Year

Deluxe Annual Gift ($5,000)
($200 over 25 years)

Accelerated Annual Gift I ($2,500)
($250 over 10 years)

Premium Annual Gift ($7,500)
($300 over 25 years)

Telephone Number(s)

Accelerated Annual Gift II ($2,500)
($500 over 5 years)

Email Address
Here is what is new with me

Capital Gift ($

)

(one time only: suggested min. $1,000)

Other
Please make check payable to: Gamma
Upsilon Alumni Corporation (or GUAC)
Return to: KARL KULHANEK ’91
8958 Orchard Road
Willow Springs, IL 60480
kkulhanek@comcast.net or
773.447.1924

